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1897: (above)The original Hahn building under construction.



c. 1902: (above) The original Hahn building completed.



c. 1905: (above) The original Hahn building next to the new Bon Marche



1930: View of the 1908 Hotel Elliott & storefronts; The Bon Marche getting another addition.



1931: View looking east on Pike.



1937 King County Tax Assessors photo showing additional storefront changes. 



1963: The parapet, pediment and balustrade are all missing; further changes at storefronts.



1962 1982 view when it was boarded up and renamed the Endicott Building.



In 1981 The Seattle Times published this renovation rendering by Bassetti, Norton & Metler.



1990s:  The Basetti, Norton & Metler renovation completed and later, new vinyl windows installed.



SIX CRITERIA FOR LANDMARK DESIGNATION

A) It is the location of, or is associated in a significant way with, a historic event with a significant effect 
upon the community, City, state, or nation; or

B) It is associated in a significant way with the life of a person important in the history of the City, state, or 
nation; or

C) It is associated in a significant way with a significant aspect of the cultural, political, or economic 
heritage of the community, City, state or nation; or

D) It embodies the distinctive visible characteristics of an architectural style, or period, or a method of 
construction; or

E) It is an outstanding work of a designer or builder; or

F) Because of its prominence of spatial location, contrasts of siting, age, or scale, it is an easily 
identifiable visual feature of its neighborhood or the city and contributes to the distinctive quality or 
identity of such neighborhood or the City.



New Latona/Ace Hotel (1909) Eastern Hotel (1911)

Lewiston Hotel (1911)Cadillac Hotel (1889)



Colonnade Hotel/Gatewood Apartments 
(now Palihotel)
City of Seattle Landmark

Guiry Building (1908)

The Colonnade Hotel (1908)
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Diagram of remaining historic fabric on primary façade.





1. Upper pediments missing
2. Original balustrade missing
3. Upper cornice replaced with EIFS/not historic replica
4. Lower cornice trim EIFS/was brick
5. All windows replaced
6. Lower pediment missing
7. All first floor storefronts unoriginal



The Secretary of the Interior's 
Standards for the Treatment 
of Historic Properties:
Standards for Rehabilitation

3. Each property will be 
recognized as a physical 
record of its time, place, and 
use. Changes that create a 
false sense of historical 
development, such as adding 
conjectural features or 
elements from other historic 
properties, will not be 
undertaken.
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Pike Place: A Market with many new approaches



1970 image of the intersection of First and Pike during the establishment of the historic district. The Hahn Building 
was never considered to be part of the Pike Place Market Historic District  during any of the market boundaries 
established in 1971 and when expanded in 1999 and 2017.



Changing context at the corner of Pike and First.







Streetplan view



Changing context at the corner of Pike and First.



Views looking West toward “Public Market Center” sign. 



The Market experience is at the pedestrian level.



The market experience has always been on foot. 



The pedestrian experience will be unchanged.


